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For the first time an examiner has come to unlock the most
significant mystery from the most
influential figure in human history, how he thought, how he lived
and most of all, how he defined
his teachings and purpose in life.
These insights will lift the conscience toward a far greater appreciation of who Jesus was, and
unravel the most perplexing issues
confronting his time era. The author focuses on resolving deadly
religious psychological techniques
left unchallenged from the dark
ages, but still believed today by
destructive religions bound in a
Author
quagmire
of deception. The inLional Christopher Parkinson
sights will leave the reader wondering why it has taken this long to discover these reasoned
findings. The conclusions are so practical, you too will wonder how so many could be so taken in all these years. Drawing upon 13 years of experience in the field of Questioned
Document work and working as an apprentice under his father, who was the leading instructor in this field and who
also worked several years on the DEAD SEA SCROLLS, the
author brings an enlightened perception not revealed in any
commentary on the Bible.
Typically graduates from Biblical colleges continue to
perpetuate the same doctrine passed down from their instructors - generation after generation. Does it seem logical that
God would produce a book used as a guide for men to live by yet it requires alleged experts to explain practically every
sentence? And to follow, why are there so many disagreeing
religions in the world, yet all claim the same heritage from
the same Torah within the Bible? Is it reasonable to believe
that God would inspire this human endeaver to formulate a
book of the law with so many contradicting statements?
Many questions you have regarding the Bible will
quickly be resolved. For many, this book will prompt further
research. Much research is yet to be done - this book will be
the catalyst.
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QUALIFICATIONS OF THE AUTHOR
My father Keith Parkinson worked 30 years as an
investigator and as the first Questioned Document Examiner for the State of Idaho. He was also one of the leading
instructors in the field of Questioned Document work and
sat on the Board of Directors for the World Association of
Document Examiners.
My mother a Document Examiner as well, was also a
handwriting Expert for 12 years. Being raised by two experienced instructors allowed me to learn both of these
fields of study at a very rapid pace. I soon became the
youngest court qualified Document Examiner in America.
By the time I turned 19 years of age I had worked well over
50 criminal and civil cases.
From 1979 to 1993 it was my primary job as a Document Examiner to make comparisons and determine if
documents whether handwritten or typed had been tampered with in any way, and also determine if questioned
handwriting was genuine or not. In many cases I had to
testify in court for the dead party who had written a family
will, upon later, was questioned by a fellow family member. I had the unique opportunity to work criminal cases
as an apprentice under my father who headed up the Questioned Document Department for the Bureau of Investigations in Boise, Idaho. For eight years I also handled civil
and criminal cases in a private practice.
Studying for long periods of time and paying close
attention to details is required as a Document Examiner. I
was hired primarily by attorneys for my letter of opinion
concerning the authenticity behind particular questioned
handwriting and the authenticity behind the questioned
document itself. By the time I joined (the World Association of Document Examiners) in the late 1980's, I had
worked over 135 criminal and civil cases under the supervision of my father. The advantage of using a Questioned
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Document Examiner is that the Examiner is trained not to
have a vested interest or an association with any party concerning the questioned subject matter. The Examiner needs
to think independent from all other predisposed minds
and concentrate for long periods of time on making comparisons. Religious Scribes and Scholars are subject to
personal institutional beliefs and payroll checks derived
from the same institutions and are not professionally trained
in spurious writings and spurious tamperings. Their field
of expertise is essential to understanding literal translations, interpretations and transliterations of scripture.
One of the unusual courses I was forced to take involved Handwriting Analysis founded by Milton N. Bunker
in 1929. This controversial system, known as GraphoAnalysis, uses stroke analysis to provide insight into personality traits and the evaluation of a writer’s personal
mental tendencies. Theoretically a person writes with their
mind and not with their hand. All of us that write, leave
habitual strokes across a page that are peculiarly characteristic to ourselves. These peculiarities differentiate us
from most other authors. When found in sufficient numbers, these peculiarities become identifying similarities.
These strokes are primarily caused by the mind and the
eye working together in conjunction causing subconscious
habitual memory. I found that learning this handwriting
technique was valuable as a Document Examiner because
this system devoted alot of time and energy in training the
eye and mind toward identification purposes. So even
though Questioned Document work is completely different from the study of Grapho-Analysis, they both share an
intense study on the strokes made by authors for identification purposes.
In the early 1970s my father was asked to work on a
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particular section of The Dead Sea Scrolls. I was very
young at that time, but I was fascinated by looking at the
handwriting of a particular scroll, thousands of years old,
in my fathers examination room. Later when I was much
older and qualified, as part of my training process, my father asked me to work on this same section of the Dead
Sea Scrolls that he had worked 15 years prior. I was given
an exact duplicate copy to work on and was given the same
question posed to my father. “How many authors are involved on this particular section of the Dead Sea Scroll submitted, if any? ”
Unlike religious biblical Scholars, Document Examiners are taught not to have predisposed beliefs or affiliations with religious parties concerning the examination of
documents. Using this approach I am ultimately providing
the reader a non-atheistic, non-Christian, non-Catholic,
non-Jewish and non-Islamic opinion. So by providing a
non-religious qualified opinion, the reader can be assured
that the opinions rendered inside are without dogmatic
influence. I can then appeal to minds predisposed toward
logic, rather than religious or atheistic influence.
This book will address the what, where, when and
how the Holy Virus originated and why it still continues
unabated to this day. The other important issues dealt
with include:
1. The actual purpose of Jesus and the final accomplishment behind his resurrection.
2. The hidden mystery behind the blood and flesh
of Jesus.
3. The infallible Bible claim by Christianity.
iv

PREFACE
THE HOLY VIRUS is an examination of the authors
that composed the King James Holy Bible. The research
will focus on the foreign Priests and Scribes appointed by
Babylonian and Persian kings during the exile era of Israel
in 586 B.C. to 444 B.C. The HOLY VIRUS focuses on the
belief behind the insidious Old Testament blood covenant
that eventually evolved into a human blood offering doctrine promoted by Paul within the New Testament (under
the guise of a Holy merciful God). The Holy Virus was first
introduced within the Torah of the King James Bible as
“ The Blood of the Covenant ” upon Mount Sinai in Exodus
24:8. The Exodus story presented a nomadic tribe accepting the LORD'S Blood Covenant, upon which required the
sprinkling of blood from freshly killed animals toward an
entity referred to in the King James Bible as THE LORD.
This blood covenant did not satisfy their conscience for
long, so the Priests made a religious institution out of the
ritual. The ritual served to sustain the psychological power
Priests enjoyed over the people. The ripple effect is felt
throughout the whole religious world today and has even
influenced the secular judicial systems with its vindictive
nature without so much as a whiff of suspicion. The Torah
itself (a collection of five books allegedly written alone by
Moses) becomes the main host and carrier for this trojan
horse doctrine, from which it rides along its pages, unsuspected by main-line religions now known as Judaism, Islam, Christianity and Catholicism. As this blood doctrine
spreads its toxic venom around the world influencing the
minds and hearts of all those that enter into its religious
portals - along comes a man labeled the King of the Jews,
whose life defied the Jewish/Babylonian Priests and transcended them with his doctrine of life by evidence of his
resurrection. A group of unknown authors in the New
Testament blatantly revised this man’s character by editing out his most important commandments and teachings
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by replacing him with a mythological substitute, taught by
a Roman/Pharisee, purporting to be his Apostle. Using
the Bible along with comparison examinations I will expose the Babylonian revised writings from the original authors and the true historical teachings of Jesus still left
unedited within the New Testament King James Bible. The
synopsis behind my research is to establish that the real
historical Jesus never shed his blood on the cross for
anyone’s sins, as taught by modern Christianity, but rather
Jesus took away these beliefs in blood offerings by evidence of his teachings and resurrection. The Torah was in
part written by foreign occult authors utilizing occult tactics (mainly the implementation of blood offerings) for the
purpose of manipulating peoples minds. The evidence of
this Man's teachings and resurrection exposed these religious tactics and broke their psychological hold upon the
conscience of mankind. Mankind didn't need a Saviour to
shed his blood, but rather mankind needed the teachings
from Jesus, so that man could regenerate himself from the
inside, rather than depend on outward bloody sacrifices.
By removing these occult beliefs, men could move forward
towards a reliable knowledge of his Creator.
In my personal communications with Catholics and
Christians, I have discovered there is a vast number of
people having mutual concerns over their Bibles. Upon
these personal discussions I was requested to examine their
Bibles and release my findings according to their concerns.
The purpose of this book is to uncover the original intent
of the authors composing the Bible and for the first time
this book will explain the most important mystery in the
Bible. What the blood of Jesus actually means as recorded
in;
Matthew 26:28? “For this is my blood of the
new testament, which is shed for many for the remission of sins.”
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NOTE FROM THE PUBLISHER
You are about to set upon a path of discovery. The
information found in the following pages will awaken any
curious reader regarding the teaching in Christianity, Catholicism, Judaism and the Muslim religion. Long held
beliefs that are thought to be from God are exposed as
false - with sound evidence - right from the scriptures themselves.
This is not another “code discovery” within the text
of the King James Bible or re-interpretation of scripture,
but rather facts brought to light using dates, contradictions and mis-interpretations of various languages within
the text.
But YOU have to read this book to make an informed
decision - not take the word from some “authority” whom
you have given the power. We all have a conscience with
an ability to reason. This book is presented in such a way
that you will soon recognize the fallacies and contradictions within the pages of the Bible. You will continue to
recognize the value and good in the Bible - but you will
also see what has been twisted to make Christ’s message
false and anti-Christian.
Portions of this book still have me wondering and
wanting further research. I can only hope more answers
will come. But what I have discovered herein has answered
or confirmed many contradictions found to be unresolved
in my reading of the scriptures. It also has answered one
very large question: Why, with all the new converts to Christianity, are we not a kinder, safer and more loving world?
Wisdom should be more evident with the advance of the
spiritual life... I see that the opposite is paramount throughout the world. Hopefully this book will add both wisdom
and sanity to a troubled world.
Phil
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CHAPTER 1
THE HOLY VIRUS
THE FUNDAMENTAL RULE IN THE ENGAGEMENT OF RATIONAL THOUGHT IS THAT
IF YOUR BASIC PREMISE IS WRONG, THEN
ALL SPECIFICS THAT FOLLOW IN YOUR CHAIN
OF REASONING ARE ALSO FLAWED. IN FACT,
THEY ARE WORTHLESS. TO BUILD A CASE
WITH AN ARRAY OF SEEMINGLY PERSUASIVE
POINTS IS MEANINGLESS IF ONE'S STARTING
POINT IS FLAWED.
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